Time-resolved Boson Emission in the Excitation Spectrum of Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 O8+δ
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Using femtosecond time- and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy we analyze the complex unoccupied electronic structure of optimally doped Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 O8+δ after optical excitation. Electronic relaxation
is characterized by a 250 fs relaxation time below and <20 fs above a single boson energy of ∼75 meV above
the Fermi energy EF which represents the unoccupied counterpart of the kink observed below EF and Tc .
With increasing optical excitation density this sharp energy-dependent step in the relaxation time is found to
significantly weaken, in good agreement with self-energy and time-dependent Keldysh Green’s function calculations, due to redistribution of electrons within the relaxation phase space. These findings have implications
regarding the origin of the primary nodal kink in the electronic structure and for the mechanism behind high Tc
superconductivity in the cuprates.
PACS numbers: 74.25.Jb 74.25.N- 74.72.Gh 78.47.J-

The origin and possible role in high Tc superconductivity of the nodal electronic mass renormalization, or dispersion “kink” in energy E and in-plane wavevector kk , first observed in optimally doped Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 O8+x (Bi2212) using
angle resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES), remains
a central problem in the field of high Tc superconductivity
in the cuprates [1]. Persistent interest in the nodal kink, located ∼ 70 meV below the Fermi energy EF , is due largely to
the feature’s universal prominence in the photoelectron spectrum of the cuprates[2] and the subtlety of its evolution across
the phase diagram[3]. However, extensive study of the nodal
kink’s temperature, doping and momentum dependence [3, 4]
with ever more refined analytical and experimental variations
on the ARPES technique[5, 6] have not elucidated its origin
or what role it might play in the wider high Tc problem. Observations of other dispersion kinks in the nodal [7, 8] and
antinodal [9] regions of the Brillouin zone have only further
confused these issues.
Leading candidates for the kink’s origin are, respectively,
an Eliashberg-type electron-boson interaction and a purely
electronic energy scale originating in the strongly correlated
nature of the cuprates. Discovering what mechanism produces
the kink may, if it shares a related origin, resolve the fundamental question of high Tc superconductivity in the cuprates:
whether Cooper pairing is induced by a bosonic “glue” or by
purely electronic interactions descended from the cuprates’
parent antiferromagnetic Mott insulating state[10]. The prime
candidate bosons are in-plane Cu-O phonon modes [11] and
spin excitations such as the (π, π) magnetic resonance first observed using neutron scattering [12]. Experimental evidence

has also been put forth that the feature observed as a single
nodal kink is in fact due to a confluence of several closely
spaced phonon modes [13]. Strong correlation effects associated with the Marginal Fermi liquid phenomenology, charge
and spin stripes or some more exotic mechanisms [14] have
also been suggested as means to resolve various anomalies in
the kink’s relationship to the appearance of superconducting
and pseudogap energy scales as temperature and doping are
varied.
The addition of ultrafast laser excitation to photoemission
allows such experiments to move from a static, passive mode
to a time domain method in which electrons are rapidly kicked
out of equilibrium and relaxation of their excited states is interrogated as a function of pump-probe delay time t. Recent
trARPES studies of the nodal kink have revealed it to be profoundly weakened by ultrafast near-infrared laser excitation,
though the optical pump fluence Φ required to effect such
change is observed to be an order of magnitude larger above
Tc than below [15, 16]. The time and fluence dependencies of
this effect were subsequently explained as the result of a rearrangement of the population of filled and empty states within
the “boson window” −~Ω < E < +~Ω straddling EF within
which (at T = 0) no interactions with a single well-defined
bosonic mode residing at E = |~Ω| are allowed at equilibrium [17]. However, discrepancies between theoretical calculations for the weakening of the kink and the anomalous
energy dependence of the changes in state momenta around
EF , intertwined with photodoping [15, 16] have left the boson description of the kink ambiguous.
While previous investigations revealed qualitatively new
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FIG. 1. (color online) a) Nodal I(E, k|| − kF , t(−) ) at equilibrium,
t(−) = -5 ps and equilibrium temperature T = 120 K. b) Difference
spectrum ∆I = I(E, kk − kF , t) − I(E, kk − kF , t(−) ) for Φ =
35µJ·cm−2 , t = 50 fs. Light and dark gray bars in panel b) depict
energy bins ∆E centered at Ebin used to evaluate Inorm (Ebin , t).

phenomena in the cuprates, they haven’t so far taken advantage of the technique’s ability to populate and observe states
above EF . In this Letter, we therefore turn to another, new
and complementary, analysis of the trARPES spectrum of
the normal state of optimally doped Bi2212. By energyresolving relaxation times of electron populations photoexcited above EF on time scales as fast as a few tens of
femtoseconds, we demonstrate these carriers act as sensitive
probes of the electron-boson interactions typically manifest
as effective mass renormalizations in the occupied part of the
spectrum. In particular, in Bi2212 the photoexcited population displays the effects of scattering from a single sharp
bosonic mode at an energy +~Ω consistent with that of the
main nodal kink observed below EF at −~Ω.
Our trAPRES experiment was performed on single crystals of optimally doped Bi2212 (Tc = 91 K) grown by the
floating zone method. Samples were cleaved in situ at 100
K in a base vacuum of 5 × 10−11 Torr. Pump pulses of 800
nm wavelength and 40 fs duration, at 250 kHz repetition rate,
were produced by a Coherent RegA 9040 regenerative amplifier. The 200 nm probe was produced as the fourth harmonic
of part of the RegA’s 800 nm fundamental [18]. The pumpprobe cross-correlation (XC, Gaussian full width at half maximum) was 100 fs at the sample surface. Photoelectron spectra
with an overall energy resolution of 55 meV, set by the bandwidth of the laser pulses, were recorded using both angle integrating time-of-flight (TOF) [18] and position sensitive TOF
(pTOF) [19] electron spectrometers. The k resolution of the
pTOF was 0.0025 Å−1 and the angular acceptance of the TOF
was ±3◦ .
A typical equilibrium spectrum I(E, kk , t(−) ) of the nodal
state recorded with the pTOF is shown in Fig. 1a. Here I is
photoelectron intensity and t(−) = −5 ps precedes the pump
pulse. Though the dispersion kink is difficult to observe without spectral deconvolution at this resolution, the increase in
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FIG. 2. (color online). Inorm (Ebin , t) at Φ = 315 µJ · cm−2 for
Ebin = 30 meV (blue circles), 70 meV (black circles) and 130 meV
(red circles), respectively, on a logarithmic intensity scale. Solid
lines are fits to Eq. 1. Data for each Ebin are offset by a factor of
two for clarity. Dotted lines are guides to the eye extending through
Inorm (Ebin , t) at times for which population decay is dominated by
the scattering mechanism responsible for τshort . Green points are
from Inorm (E, t) integrated over all kk and 1.45 < E < 1.5 eV for
t < 200 fs. The Gaussian fit to the green points (green dashed line)
yields the XC width. Arrows denote time at which τlong dominates
Inorm (t).

coherence of the states between −~Ω and EF is still clear. Fig.
1b shows the difference spectrum ∆I(E, kk ) = I(E, kk , t) −
I(E, kk , t(−) ) where t = 50 fs at Φ = 35µJ · cm−2 . For this
fluence, by t = 50 fs electrons excited above +~Ω and holes
injected below −~Ω have largely relaxed while those within
the boson window −~Ω < E < +~Ω persist. Considering
that the pump photon energy of 1.5 eV is well in excess of
this 2~Ω range, our tracking of the excitations in the vicinity
of EF implies we’re primarily observing scattered electrons
and holes, and their relaxation towards EF , rather than the
initial excitation. Fig. 1b shows the largest pump-induced
intensity changes within the boson window. The existence
of this pileup in excited carriers at finite t means relaxation
times for carriers outside the boson window must be considerably shorter than inside since the former carriers have already
relaxed by this time. Below, we show the difference in relaxation times in the unoccupied part of the spectrum above versus below +~Ω results from the sudden change in phase space
with increasing E for inelastic decay of excited carriers by
emission of a single predominant bosonic mode. This conclusion is based upon quantitative agreement between our experiment and the theory of fluence-dependent relaxation times,
revealing that dynamical repopulation of states modifies the
phase space for relaxation of excited electrons by boson emission. Since this is process by which the previously observed
melting of the kink below EF was proposed to occur, we will
argue that the present observations and modeling together imply the sharp kink at 70 meV must result from the coupling of
electrons to a single well-defined bosonic mode below Tc .
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FIG. 3. (color online). a-c) Inorm for Ebin = 30, 70 and 130 meV, respectively for Φ = 35 (blue squares), 105 (black diamonds) and 315
(red circles) µJ · cm−2 . Solid lines in these panels are fits to Eq. 1.
d-f) theoretical Inorm for the same Ebin as a-c for field strengths of
0.05 (blue), 0.15 (black) and 0.5 (red) in units of V/a where a is the
Cu-Cu lattice constant[20]. a-f) Green dashed lines show the Gaussian XC.

To quantify these dynamical effects, we energy-resolve
photoexcited intensity relaxation times τ above EF in a manner that allows comparison to the equilibrium quasiparticle
lifetime τQP traditionally determined by ARPES. This is accomplished by dividing the trARPES spectrum into discrete
energy bins of equal width ∆E = 20 meV, Fig. 1b. Integrating the intensity within bins over kk and ∆E results in
time and energy dependent intensities Inorm (Ebin , t), where
Ebin is taken at the bin centers. Our analysis follows from
observation of a pronounced biexponential decay of photoexcited carrier populations with respect to Ebin and Φ. Typical energy-resolved data for Φ = 315 µJ · cm−2 is shown
in Fig. 2. On a log plot, normalized intensities Inorm =
I(Ebin , t)/max[I(Ebin , t)] are seen to decay with clearly separable short and long time components, the former lasting
several hundred femtoseconds. Fits to Inorm (Ebin , t) at fixed
Ebin in Fig. 2, as well as all subsequent fits used to determine
short and long exponential time constants τshort and τlong , are
performed using the model function
Inorm (t) = Θ(−t)(Ashort e

t
short

−τ

+Along e

t
long

−τ

)⊗Rt (1)

where Θ(−t) is the Heaviside function, A’s are intensities and
Rt is a Gaussian of XC width. Though the form of the data requires two time constants, τshort and τlong , detailed discussion
of τlong , whose origin is likely related to decay of carriers at
all energies by emission of acoustic modes, was discussed previously [18]. (τlong (Ebin ), and discussion of its effect upon
fits to Eq. (1) is presented in the supplementary information.)
To facilitate examination of both energy and fluence dependencies of τshort we show representative Inorm (t) for several
Ebin and Φ, and fits thereof, in Fig. 3a-c. The main trends in
the data are the overall decrease in τshort with increasing Ebin
for all fluences and the reversal in which fluence displays the
fastest τshort as Ebin is increased past +~Ω. Indeed, plotting
τshort (Ebin ) for each fluence, Fig. 4a, shows a highly unusual

relationship between the fluence dependence of τshort (Ebin )
and whether Ebin is greater or less than +~Ω. At the lowest
fluence τshort (Ebin ) shows a pronounced step at Ebin ∼ +~Ω
with much shorter times above +~Ω versus below. As pump
fluence increases, relaxation times below +~Ω decrease while
those above +~Ω increase. The step in τshort at +~Ω for
35 µJ · cm−2 , which is reminiscent of the step in ~/τQP accompanying boson-induced mass renormalizations observed
in ARPES [1, 21], has effectively the same origin. In ARPES,
a single photohole injected above a bosonic mode energy has
a shorter lifetime than one injected below because an additional interaction channel is open to the higher energy state, a
phenomenon observed as a step in the imaginary part of the
self energy. Likewise, electrons photoexcited above a bosonic
mode’s energy will decay faster than one excited to empty
states below because the additional channel for energy loss
due to boson emission is open to it. Indeed, this reciprocity
in electron and hole lifetimes outside the boson window both
above and below EF is a textbook prediction of the theory
of electron-boson coupling in solids, though this aspect of it
hasn’t to our knowledge been directly confirmed before [22].
While coincidence of the step in τshort at +~Ω and the
kink energy at −~Ω is necessary to link these phenomena,
it is the more complicated fluence dependencies of these phenomena that hold the key to resolving the nature of the nodal
kink. As Φ is increased the dynamics of photoexcited carriers change from a regime reflecting essentially single-particle
physics to one further characterized by the dynamics of populations of interacting, hot particles. The parallel evolution,
with increasing fluence, of the broadening step in τshort on
the one hand and the previously observed reduction in effective mass of the nodal kink below EF on the other, therefore encourages a description of the former effects within the
same theoretical framework as the latter [17]. To that end we
have carried out model calculations of I(Ebin , t) for several
pump field strengths with a theoretical machinery similar to
that used previously to address the laser induced weakening
of the kink [17, 23].
Energy relaxation of the excited carrier population is expected to occur on three distinct timescales [17]: (i) electronelectron (ee) thermalization on a femtosecond timescale; (ii)
electron-boson thermalization on a tens to hundreds of femtoseconds timescale; and (iii) full system thermalization on
picosecond or longer timescales. Here we focus on a phenomenological description of (ii), given experimentally by
τshort , which is described by a Holstein model coupling Bloch
electrons to a single Einstein mode. Excited carriers relax via
their coupling to this reservoir, which is assumed to have infinite heat capacity and thereby remains unchanged. Equilibrium τQP (E) in Fig. 4b is generated by a single well-defined
bosonic mode centered at ~Ω = 75 meV. The dimensionless electron-boson coupling constant λ is chosen to be 0.2
to match relaxation times of order 20 fs at E > ~Ω. We also
note the same value for λ was found to bound the coupling
of hot electrons to a particular subset of hot phonons in earlier trARPES experiments on Bi2212 [18]. The model also
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FIG. 4. (color online). a) Experimental τshort (Ebin ) for Φ = 35
(blue squares), 105 (green triangles), 165 (black diamonds) and 315
(red circles) µJ·cm−2 , respectively. Dotted blue and red lines are
guides to the eye for the 35 and 315 µJ·cm−2 data, respectively.
b) Theoretical τshort (Ebin ) for field strengths of 0.05 (blue), 0.15
(green), 0.25 (black) and 0.50 (red) and equilibrium τQP = ~/2ImΣ
(purple). The mode energy at 75 meV is marked by the dashed black
lines. Inset) (blue, right axis) Theoretical α2 F (E) with electronboson coupling constant α and dispersion F (E). (red, left axis) The
lifetime dampening mode at 15 meV.

includes a weak mode at low energy to prevent an infinite τQP
within the boson window. ee and impurity scattering are absent from the present model.
Representative Inorm (Ebin , t) calculated in the time domain are shown in Fig. 3d-f for field strengths comparable
to the experiment. They successfully reproduce the reversal of the fastest τshort (Ebin ) as a function of fluence for
Ebin above versus below +~Ω. Lacking a true long-time
component, these calculated Inorm (Ebin , t) are fit by single
exponentials to produce theoretical τshort (Ebin ) for several
fluences, Fig. 4b. The theoretical τshort (Ebin ) exhibit the
same step at E − EF ∼ +~Ω as the experimental data in
Fig. 4a. The theory semiquantitatively captures the increase
in τshort (Ebin ) for Ebin > +~Ω and decrease in τshort (Ebin )
for EF < Ebin < +~Ω. Even the position of the isosbestic
point a bit above +~Ω generated by the increasing pump fluence is captured by the model despite the absence of fluence
dependence in the model for the bosonic mode itself. It’s
remarkable that once the time constant due to boson emission is isolated from other sources of relaxation, its predicted
low-fluence-limit equivalence to the relevant term in the equilibrium imaginary part of the self energy ImΣ(E) naturally
emerges [23]. This reflects quantitative agreement between
measured and calculated Inorm (Ebin , t) within the boson window, Fig. 3.
As in the case of the kink’s ever more pronounced weakening with increasing pump fluence, the phenomenological
model shows how a large redistribution of carrier population
acts on the ability of a bosonic mode to assert its presence.
By introducing more holes with increasing pump fluence at
−~Ω < E < EF for excited carriers to decay into, carriers
at EF < E < +~Ω relax faster. At the same time, as more
empty states are filled for EF < E < +~Ω by the pump, the

ability of carriers excited to E > +~Ω to decay by emission
of a boson of energy ~Ω decreases, leading to an increase in
relaxation times [17]. The overall effect is to smooth out the
step in population relaxation times at E − EF ∼ +~Ω with
increasing fluence.
The vital observation emanating from this comparison of
theory and experiment is that a unique timescale for the interaction of excited carriers with a single bosonic mode in
Bi2212 is unambiguously separable from the remainder of
contributing quasiparticle decay mechanisms above Tc . The
coincidence of discontinuous nonequilibrium effects at ±~Ω
above Tc [15] with the energy scale of the kink at −~Ω below Tc [5] suggests this mode is present and at least partially
coupled to at temperatures much higher than is observed using static ARPES. It’s been argued the simultaneous disappearance of the kink’s sharpness and emergence of Marginal
Fermi Liquid scaling for the self energy when T > Tc evidences coupling of nodal excitations to a spectrum of spin
fluctuations[3]. This is opposed to the largely “conventional”
appearance of the nodal kink below Tc suggesting an origin
in electron-boson coupling. However the binary terms of this
debate are perhaps too narrow; whatever the fate of spin fluctuations below Tc , trARPES reveals the bosonic mode ∼ 70
meV is itself omnipresent. Taking both points at face value,
a plausible explanation for the sum of data is therefore that
nodal electrons in Bi2212 couple to both a single pronounced
bosonic mode of ~Ω ∼ 70 meV and a broader spectrum of
electronic excitations or other modes, the former much more
strongly below Tc , the latter more dominant above[24]. The
importance of the kink to the wider high Tc problem might
then be seen differently. Understanding why going through Tc
has such a profound effect upon which type of nodal coupling
is favored may reveal as much or more about the origin of high
Tc superconductivity than resolving the couplings themselves.
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